Hello Dear,
My name is Mr Juno I lory,I hail from Florida and i am highly interested in buying your{'05 Race
Stock Volkl P60 GS}from you ,I will like you to give me the ASKING price and also scan the pics for me
for proper verifycation . As for the shipping,I have a liable shipper that takes goods care of all my
shipping .Money Order is the payment method.So pls email me back so that we can conclude about it.I
await your this info so that i can fax it down to my client that will send u the Money Order.hope this is
acceptable, email me ASAP....... pls
My Best Regards
Mr Juno Ilory.
<<< wow, this certainly sounds like some type of scam….. let’s see if he’s
legit…>>>
Juno,
Thanks for your interest in the skis. For payment, I only accept Paypal, and I will take care of the
shipping.
If that works for you, let me know and I can send you pictures right away.
Thanks,
Jamie
WELL I'M SORRY BECAUSE MY PAYMENT MOTHED IS MONEY ORDER AND AS FOR THE
SHIPPING,I HAVE LIABLE SHIPPER TO TAKE VERY GOOD CARE OF ALL MY SHIPPING, SO
IT ACCESPTABLE URGENT ME FAST SO THAT WE CAN CONCLUDE WITH PAYMENT,
BEST REGARDS

ME JUNO ILORY.

<<<well, definitely a scam. I’m gonna call him on it>>>
Juno,
I have good news. It turns out that I’m going to be working in Florida for all of July and August. I
can simply bring the skis with me and we can conclude the sale in person. This will actually be
much safer for you. You’d be surprised at the number of unscrupulous internet sellers who don’t
really deliver the goods as promised. Send me your home address and phone number in Florida
and I’ll arrange to meet you at your house. At that time, you can inspect the skis personally and
decide at that point if you still want them. As you can see, there will be no risk here for either of
us.
Jamie

<<<several days pass…… no response. I better try a new angle…..>>>>>

Mr. Ilory,
I have to apologize, I'm afraid I spoke a bit too soon. My business trip to Florida has now been
changed, so unfortunately you will not be able to inspect the skis in person. I hope we can still
move forward with this sale. I checked with a colleague of mine who advised me that a money
order would be fine, so now I just need to know the next step.

Thanks,
Jamie

<<<Ah!!! That did it! He’s back…. >>>>

Dear Jamie,
Many appreciation to our transaction, so let me have the final asking price as to start with the
payment,hope to hear from you soon
Best Regards
MR JUNO ILORY.

I actually have 2 pairs available, one pair is 180cm in length, the others are 185. These skis are
in perfect condition and were used for racing only for one season. Also, as I'm sure you know,
being "race stock" skis, these are not usually available to the general public. I am asking $1000
per pair. If you would like bindings also, I can include them for an extra $250 for each pair. Let
me know which size you would like, or if you want both pairs. If you want both pairs, with
bindings, I'll cut you a deal and sell the whole package for $2400.

Dear Jamie Close,
I have seen the price and the whole package its ok by me then i have instructed my client to issue the
Money Order to you.meanwhlie i also instructed him to include $3,200 on the payment so you
should expect a check of $5,600. the excess is for my shipper that will be coming for pick up.the funds
will be used for the shipping of the {'05 Race Stock Volkl P60 GS} along side 3 other CARS i placed
order for in care of my shipper.i'll imploy you to wire the balance via western union money transfer to
my shipper as soon as you RECEIVE the Money Order.My SHIPPER will come for pick up on a
specicified date that will be convenient for you.i hope i can count on you for my balance I ALSO WANT
THIS TO BASE ON TRUST
CAN I TRUST YOU?...P.S i will like you to give me ur contact
info...Hope this is understandable by you.
Name in full... Adresss.. City...
State...
Country... Zipcode.. phone#
My Best Regards
Mr Juno Ilory.

Mr. Ilory,
Thank you for your prompt response, your method of payment will be fine and I shall have both
pairs of skis ready for pickup. Wiring the excess funds to your shipper will be no problem, since
we have a local Western Union office nearby.
As for the trust, I assure you that I can be trusted, but before we proceed further with a
transaction of this size, I suggest that we both prove our identities and trustworthiness. This is
nothing personal, of course, but simply good business practice. Obviously, with you in Florida, a
face to face meeting will not be possible, so I suggest that we provide each other with proof of

identity before moving forward. I'm afraid an ID card or passport won't be acceptable, as those
items are very easily forged.
I am sorry if I appear rude to you, this is not my intention, but when it comes to matters of serious
business I do not have time for niceties. I am by nature a friendly and generous man, but where
business is involved you will find me deliberate and serious.
As I have indicated, I am very interested in your proposition, but before I would be willing to
proceed or give out any private information I will require that you are able to send be some
definite proof of your identity. May I suggest the following: That we agree on a password phrase,
and then you get a new photograph of yourself holding a sign with the password written on it?
That way I will know for certain that the person in the picture is you.
I am happy to help you by wiring the excess funds to your shipper, but first you will have to prove
your identity to me. I am afraid that without proof of your identity I will be unwilling to proceed. My
terms above are absolutely non negotiable.
Again, I urge you to read the above carefully before replying to this email. I do not want to appear
rude but being such a busy person I cannot afford to have my time wasted by people who do not
read my emails correctly.
I hope to hear from you soon.
Jamie

Dear Jamie,
Many you also for mailing quickly,well i just want to know what type of transaction is this?i told you to
give the final asking price of the skis you are now saying another thing,despire the fact that i accepted in
buying the whole package,let me know if you're still selling so that we can issue the payment very fast.
Mr. Ilory,
I'm sorry for any misunderstanding. The transaction I'm referring to is the payment of the
EXCESS FUNDS to your shipper. If you would like to pay your shipper directly and send me a
money order for the exact amount of $2400, we can proceed immediately. However, if you prefer
that I pay your shipper, (which I have no problem with), I simply ask that you provide proof of your
identity. I'm sure you can appreciate the importance of this step. When I receive your picture,
holding a sign with our agreed upon codeword, I will respond with a picture of my own.
Please don't take this the wrong way, I certainly can pay your shipper for you, and I do have
adequate funds to take care of it as soon as I receive your money order.
Let's agree to exchange photos. You said earlier that you wanted to make sure you could trust
me. This step in the process will be beneficial to us both.
Please respond back and I'll tell you the code word to put on the sign, then we can continue to
move forward. If you respond after 3pm, I may not be able to get back to you until tomorrow.... I
have an appointment for a Hot Carl with my massage therapist.
Kind regards,

Jamie

Dear jamie ,
Well it since that you do not really understand me,i did not say you should pay my shipper all am saying
is i will have to issue Money Order then you will have to wire the remainind to my shipper,because i
don't issues different Money Order that is why so let me know if you accept my agreement
best regards

Well, Juno.... I would love to sell the skis to you, but I'm afraid its starting to look like it isn't going
to work out. I've been talking to my buddy Hugh who owns a business called Investment
Associates (I.V.A.). I often consult with him when I'm confused on an issue. He's actually the
one who suggested that we provide each other with proof of identity before proceeding. He
insists that if you are willing to provide a personal picture with a code word on it, then that would
prove that everything is legitimate.
Please, I want to get these skis sold so just to make him happy, send a picture of yourself holding
a sign with his company name (I.V.A.) followed by his name, (Hugh Jurekshun). As soon as I
receive that, I'll print it out and take a picture of myself holding your picture and email it back.
After that is taken care of, he'll be satisfied and we can make arrangements for your shipper to
pick up the skis.
Sorry it took me a while to respond, I've spent most of the day traveling and will be working in
Chicago for a few days. I'm trying to get a new business off the ground. We are trying to develop
a new marketing program for great lakes salmon. Similar to the "got milk" campaign.... our
slogan is "Salmon, the other pink meat". It's coming along slowly, but its alot of work. We've
been wining and dining and giving the shocker to prospective customers all over the great lakes
region. Sorry..... I'm rambling, but this is a project I'm very passionate about.
Hopefully I'll receive your picture soon and we can move forward.
Jamie

Dear Jamie,
Thanks for the email,so if i can't send that mean this transaction it not going to work out the way we
expect,anyway i will attach it bellow if this is what yo wanted,well you are telling that your on a project
which you're passionate about,to inform you that i'm a kid of person that has been looking for am
investement in your area,so i dont know if we can stand as partners to do the investment for me,due to
my job nature and presently i'm in London and as for the skis i still want it but now as at now anymore
because the right person that requested for has a little problem he lost his son and he's on it,so i will
want you to keep the skis for him please.
So can we start a pertnership and i want you to receive ths fund for me and then invest it in any lucrative
business.thank you and hope to hear from you about the investement prject.

Best Regards
Mr.Juno Ilory

<<<and who better to partner with than an anonymous person off the internet?>>>
Juno,
So the guy that wanted the skis lost his son? That's terrible. I'll certainly be praying for him. Do
you mean his son was killed, or literally lost, meaning he can't find him?
As for the partnership, I think that could be a very interesting possibility. I have a few business
opportunities I have been working on and I'm always looking for new ways to build wealth.
Please provide me with more details of what you have in mind. My business ventures are
primarily in the foodservice industry, including but not limited to Salmon (the other pink meat).
Being from Florida, do you by any chance have any connections in Cuba? Some of our items are
very popular with Cubans (and Puerto Ricans too for that matter), but we have difficulty with
import/export issues.
If you can keep a secret, my buddy Jeff has developed a way to catch a very rare type of Salmon
found in the depths of Lake Superior off the coast of Canada. Actually, we've found that it isn't as
rare as people think, it just lives so deep that they are rarely seen. This fish isn't much in the
looks department, but the taste is INCREDIBLE! Jeff has found that it tastes best with a
generous layer of Mangoo sauce (his own creation) It could certainly become a well known
delicacy worldwide.
I've attached a picture of the Salmon.
I'm looking forward to hearing details.
Jamie

<<<surely he’ll call bullshit on this….. just look at that goddam fish!!!>>>

Dear Jamie,
Many thanks for your response,the person who intending to buy the skis i said his son dead by a car
accident,well to cut the store's short and thanks for accepting my partnership.
Now i believe we can start the transaction by receiving this fund for me and invest it in any lucrative
business.
you ask me if i can keep a secret,sure i will keep any secret between us,if you can also keep a secret of
ths transaction we are about to start,the is kept in a bank for safekeeping by my late father,and at the
receive of this fund and investing it,you'll be compensate with 20% out of the fund.
All you will have to provide is you will tell me if you are capable and trustworthy also your assurance to
handle this fund,then i'll be in need of your Details Information:Contact address,Full name,telephone
and fax number's,age and marital status,occupation,,international passport or driver license by
scanning,at the received of all this information i'll educate you the more,on how to get the fund to you in
your country.
I await your soonest response.
Best Regards
Mr Juno.M.Ilory.

<<<How about I just send you a credit app? I’ll include my social security number
and bank account numbers too, that should speed things up for you. And hey, what
about the Cuban connection? Can ya hook a brutha up?>>>

Juno,
I definitely am interested in your investment. We certainly can use all the working capital we can
procure. However, I’m afraid we just today ran into an unexpected snag. It turns out the fish we
have been catching that we thought were Salmon, aren’t Salmon at all. Those fish were actually
accidentally transplanted into the Great Lakes from Iceland. Apparently they got caught in the
bilge of Icelandic Bjork ships, and inadvertently discharged into U.S. waters. The fish is actually
called a “Krabbamein” fish, which, translated from Icelandic means “Cancer Fish”. It is actually
highly radioactive. Looking back, I wish we hadn’t eaten so many.
We aren’t discouraged, though. We feel that the key was not the species of fish itself but the
preparation….. more specifically, my partner Jeff’s sauce, (Mangoo). I think we can market that
sauce quite effectively, provided we have the funding.
I would be more than happy to provide you with all my personal information so we can move
forward quickly, however I still will need proof of your identity. I appreciate the picture you sent,
but unfortunately I cannot accept it. Without you holding a sign in the picture, it could be anyone.
It’s not that I don’t trust you, but I am very particular when choosing business partners and I don’t
like to leave anything to chance. Please send a fairly large, clear picture of yourself holding a
sign. On the sign should be a phrase representative of our product. Please print in large, legible
letters “I EAT JEFF’S MANGOO!”
I’m afraid that until this small step has been completed, I’ll be unable to proceed any further with
your investment.
In preparation, I’ve already scanned my identification card, passport and a personal picture,
which I have saved as computer files. They are ready to be sent as soon as I receive your
picture.

Please make sure you follow the directions correctly so I can send you my full information as
soon as possible. Make SURE the picture is large and clear. Please make sure I will be able to
easily read the sign.
Thank you, Juno, and I’m looking forward to hearing from you soon.
Jamie

<<<Icelandic Bjork ship? Radioactive Cancer fish? “I eat Jeff’s Mangoo?” ……
surely I’ve gone too far… He’ll never respond…… or will he?>>>

Jamie,
Well i should be afraid and not you,because i have sent you my picture and you have seen me,i have
never see you and you will have to assured my that you are capable and trustworthy to handle at the
receive of the fund and investing it in a lucrative business,
hope i can count on you and i await your soonest response,my picture is attach bellow:

<<<nice picture (I’m sure that’s really him), but I’m afraid he’s not following directions>>>

Juno,
Many thanks and appreciative for the response, and thank you for the picture. It is of good quality
and you are a very handsome man. You look to be very professional and should prove to be a
good business colleague.

HOWEVER, you are missing the main point of my request. I need a picture of you HOLDING A
SIGN. Otherwise, the picture you sent could be of anyone. As I told you, my associate from IVA,
Hugh Jurekshun, insists on this step and since any fund transfers of any kind require his
signature as well as mine, we must comply.
I'm sure a man of your stature can appreciate the fact that any business venture must be based
on complete trust. Please take a picture of yourself holding a sign that says: "I eat Jeff's
Mangoo" I've attached an example photograph of myself holding a sign, so you know what I
mean.
As a side note, the sauce that my partner Jeff makes seems to be loved by everyone who tries it.
I think this is going to be big. A food critic who Jeff knows, Justin Gray sampled some of Jeff's
Mangoo last night and he said it was delicious! Also, we are finding that the use of this sauce is
in no way limited to fish. Although Mangoo is very popular mixed in with Tuna, we found that it is
also very good on chicken. Jeffs girlfriend tried some on her breast last night. I'll keep you
updated..... we're doing quite a bit of marketing, sales promotions, whoremongering and
otherwise promotional events.
Yours in Christ,
Jamie

<<<…Mangoo on her breast…. I love this shit!>>>

Dear Jamie,
Well thanks for you picuture and is tstill not okay by me,now let's don't talk about this again and let give
down to business, if you know your capable and trustworthy to handle at the recieved of the fund,then
get me all the information i asked in my previous mail.
get back to me with all you details information so that we can proceed with the transfer of the fund to yo
in your country,and if you can't please let me know as to push this transaction with someone else who is
honest and capable of handle the fund,so am not send any picture because am not the person interested
in the goods,of course you knewn am interested in investing.
best regards and awaiting to hear from you soonest.
Mr Juno Ilory.

<<<sounds like he’s getting pissed…. Better back off for a while. I think he’s heard enough of this
picture talk, I’ll just pass the blame>>>

Juno,
Please do not be offended at the request. As I have told you before, it isn’t me; it’s my Hugh
Jurekshun talking. Hugh is my business partner and I’m afraid it will be difficult for me to proceed
without his help. I don’t know what to do next….. I have my passport scanned and ready to
send, but I’m worried now because everything I do usually is with the support and guidance of my
Hugh Jurekshun.
Let me offer an alternative suggestion….. this weekend I attended a NAMBLA conference with a
colleague of mine, Eric Cartman. Eric is a big fan of Jeff’s Mangoo and I got him to hold up one
of our promotional posters for a picture during dinner. What I would like to do, (with your
permission of course) is put your face over Cartman’s, so it looks like you are holding the sign. I
can then show it to Hugh, and he will be satisfied, so I can send you my information right away.
I am in desperate need of funding for the Mangoo project. How much would you be willing to
invest? Would One Million dollars be too much to ask? I can assure you that the investment will
pay off many times over. After you receive my information, how quickly can you transfer the
funds?
Once again, I must apologize for my Hugh Jurekshun. I’m looking forward to partnering with you
very soon.
Jamie

Dear jamie,
Thank you and all i want from you right now is your details information so that you and i can proceed in
this transaction fully,if you can't do anything without you boss then tell him,maybe with his support
everything will work out fine,the total amount is 7.5Million Dollars and i want you to receive it and
invest it in a lucrative business,at the receive of tthe fund you will be compensate with 20% out of the
fund.
Hope to receive your details information.
Best Regards
MR JUNO ILORY.
<<<only 7.5 million? I was hoping for a bit more. OK, one last angle on the picture…>>>

Juno,
That dollar amount will work nicely. I’m going to try to make this deal work out either with or
without the support of Hugh. It would definitely be easier with his help, though. Let me just run
this one last effort by you. I’ve attached the photo that I told you about. (don’t pay any attention
to the costumes, it was a theme dinner) I super-imposed your face onto one of the guys at the
table. Can I show this picture to Hugh? If you don’t mind, that would be great, but if you would
rather that I didn’t, I’ll send you my information anyway and we can proceed without him.
Please let me know either way. I really want to be done with all this talk of pictures once and for
all.....
Thanks,

Jamie

<<<Holy shit! That picture should get a response! Will he even acknowledge it?>>>

Dear Jamie,
Thanks for your email and i do appreciate it,well send me all your detail information so that we can get
this transaction done.
thank you and hope you receive your information.
Best Regards.
MR JUNO ILORY

<<<well, I guess he didn’t mind the picture. Time for this saga to take an epic turn>>>

Juno,
I have a confession to make. I haven’t been entirely truthful with you up until this point. I hope
you understand. For security purposes, I haven’t given you my real name, just my internet alias.
I now feel that I know you well enough to trust you with this business partnership. You see, I am
actually quite a well known and wealthy businessman and I need to be very careful with my
business decisions. Sometimes people will try to swindle me out of my hard earned riches. So,
from this point forward, you can be assured of my perfect honesty.
Now, a bit about myself: My name is James T. Kirk, and I am involved in many business
ventures, the latest being “Project Mangoo.” I have bought and sold many successful companies
in various regions of the world and in wide ranging areas of business, including a very successful
line of corduroy evening wear. Last summer I toured New Jersey with a traveling centrifugal force
demonstration. In my spare time, I enjoy participating in full contact origami and breeding prize
winning clams. I am not telling you this as a form of bragging, I simply want you to know the
quality of man you will be dealing with.
I have attached a scanned photo of my passport. If possible I’d like to meet with you personally
for the exchange of funds. This would allow us to discuss business strategies for the successful
marketing of Jeff’s Mangoo. You mentioned you were in London right now. I actually own a
small townhome in Leatherhead, U.K., just southwest of London. One of my business associates

has a company jet we could use to meet you there and finalize our transaction. This would also
give you a good opportunity to sample Jeff’s Mangoo first hand. He would be more than happy to
provide you with a sample.
Please let me know when we will be able to meet.
Sincerely,
James

<<<..and please, address me as “Captain”>>>

Dear James T. Kirk, (I love it!)
How are you doing?Well fine to hear this from you and now i think we can proceed, by the way you have
not yet send your details information so as to start fully,And at the receive of your information i will
educate you how the fund will get to you.First can you Travel out of your conutry and Ghana,if you
know you can make the trip then Urgent me all your information and i'll tell you where and when
thank you and hope to read and receive your info soonest.
Your's Truly.
Mr Juno M.Ilory.

<<<Like I would come to freakin’ Africa….. c’mon Juno. Let’s see if he’ll meet me in
London>>>
Juno,
Didn't you read my last email? You told me that you are in London, and I said I own a place in a
London suburb. Can we meet there?
Kirk out
<<< “Kirk out,” Nice touch, eh?>>>

Dear James,
Many thanks for your response,i really need your information so that we can start fully on this
transaction,the reason why i ask if you can travel if i won't be in london as from next week due to the
nature of my business,and i'll not be there when you'll receive the fund,and immediately the fund get to
you we'll now make plans how the investment will start,first i told you the fund is in a bank for
safekeeping also for a security reason,so let me if you will like to contact the bank for the fund to be
transfer in your nominated account in your country or you will come direct for it,so i await your
information urgently.
Best Regards
Mr Juno Ilory.

<<<Wow, that’s surprising that he won’t be in London….. I didn’t expect that at all!>>>

Juno,
That’s too bad that you won’t be in London. We could have partied it up a bit in the clubs. A
good friend of mine, Austin Powers, lives there and he knows all the hot spots. He had the
Rolling Stones play over at his house for his 40th birthday. That was a damn good time (until he
and Mick Jagger went to blows over some chick named Alota Fagina) Luckily Mick cooled off,
cause I think Austin would have kicked his ass.
Anyway, how will this work now? Can I just give you the name and number of my personal
banker? I’m not sure if my bank will accept a deposit of 7.5 million, but I can check. The most
I’ve ever deposited at one time is only 1.4 million.
How about I send you the name and address of my bank, my banker’s name and number, and
my account number? That should get things moving, don’t you think? And as for traveling to
Ghana…. I don’t know…. Are there poisonous snakes there? Because snakes really make me
nervous. Plus, I’m somewhat lactose intolerant. What are my diet options there? Is there a
variety of menu options? Also, if it works out that I can meet you there, should I bring you a
sample of Mangoo? Sorry for so many questions, but I want to make sure everything works out
right.
I may not be able to get back to you until Tuesday. I’m attending a wedding between 2 women!
(Weird, I know, but they do make a cute couple) I attached a picture of them.
I’m looking forward to hearing from you.
James T. Kirk

<<<what are the chances that he mentions something about the guy pissing in the
background? Ah,,,,, I’d say zero. Let me guess, he wants me to send my personal
details>>>

Dear James,
I need your details information so we can get this transaction start,and also to change the beneficiary
name to your name to the deposit certificate.bEST rEGARDS.

Juno,
Many, many thanks to you for your expediatory response. I am very anxious to get started and
get that money transferred to my name. However, in my last email, I had several specific
questions for you that you simply ignored. I’m starting to feel like you are losing interest in
partnering with me. I understand that you need my “personals details,” but I asked you what,
specifically, you need and you didn’t answer…… Please re-read my last email and answer my
questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Do you need the name and number of my personal banker?
Do you need the name of the bank and my account number?
Are there poisonous snakes in Ghana?
Will there be kosher food available?
Should I bring a sample of Mangoo?

In the meantime, I’ve attached a scanned copy of my Driver’s license, hopefully this will get things
moving.
Many appreciative regards,
James T. Kirk

Dear James,
Am sorry for not responding immediately,i have been out of london now and i think you're not really
interested in this transaction,because if you do all i requested from you should have been received by me
but not yet to be send,and your banking information is still okay but i all need your details information
for security reason.
Now you have to know that presnetly the fund is in London because when i was there i asked tham
to transfer the fund to a security company here in London,and you know have moved due to nature of
my business,so i will want you to travel to London and receive the fund,so after then we'll not know what
to do next.
I need your full information for that this transaction can start immediately i receive it,and i am afraid
because you have not yet given me a full assurance to trust in you,since your information is not yet send.
Hope to read from you soonest.
MR JUNO ILORY.

<<<Then, 5 minutes later, he sends me this:…..>>>

You are delaying this transaction and you should have received the fund by now,but the course of all is
you.send me what i ask from you.

<<<I think he may have sent that to me inadvertently, I really don’t like his tone right
now….. I don’t think I’m going to respond>>>
<<<3 Days later…..>>>

Dear James,
How are you doing?well i'm still expecting your details information as soon as possible on monday,the
reason why your details information was been requested for is to change the ownership name to your
name,so that they will know your the right person to receive the fund.
Thank you and waiting to read from you Urgently.
Best Regards
MR.JUNO ILORY.

<<<That’s better. I guess I need to explain why it took me so long to respond>>>

Juno,
I have to admit that I’m a bit puzzled by the tone of your email. You say that think I am not
interested, and that you need my “details information.” I have asked you twice what you need
specifically. I have sent you a copy of my passport and a copy of my driver’s license. What else
do you need?
As for meeting in London, I’m not sure if that will work out. I just accepted an offer to sell my town
home in Leatherneck, so it may be better if you can meet me in Gary, Indiana. I’ll be vacationing
there later this month.
Also, you seemed irritated that I didn’t respond right away to your last email….. You need to
remember, I am a busy man. As you know, I am in the seafood business and my partner Jeff and
I were investigating a new fish supplier based in Havana, Cuba. We went out fishing with Captain
Andrew Lundquist. Even though Hurricane Dennis was approaching, he assured us that his
custom vessel was extremely seaworthy and the fishing would be good.
Well, to make a long story short…. We are probably lucky to be alive. Apparently the Cuban
version of a “custom fishing boat” is quite different than what we expected. I have attached a
picture of his boat, as well as one of his house (after the hurricane) that we took from the
seaplane on the way out.
Please respond quickly and tell me what more information you need. I am most anxiously
encouraged to read from you quickly.
Kirk out.

Dear Janes,
Thanks and my appreciation,well the information i meant is your contact address,telephone and fax
number,age,marriage status,and once again your full assurance of capabilities of handling this
fund,and for the traveling can you make a trip to ghana like i said in my previous mail,or?
thank you and hope to read from you soon.

<<<Hmmmm, I guess he didn’t see anything out of the ordinary about those pictures>>>

Juno,
Many appreciative responsitory replies. Most of that information was on my Drivers license,
which I already sent. Let me know if you didn’t receive it for some reason. The only things
missing are my marital status (single) and my phone and fax numbers. Unfortunately, I
experienced sensoneural hearing loss from a viral infection as a small child and as a result can
not hear a damn thing on the phone. I don’t even own one….. no sense in it.
If we need to discuss things on the phone, we have two options: 1. I have access to a text phone
if you have one also. Or 2: I have a personal assistant who usually takes care of these kinds of
issues. He is one of my business colleagues and can be fully trusted. Let me know if you need
his name and number. I can arrange to be with him when you call, or I can have him call you.
Just send me your phone number.
As for Ghana, that depends…… I asked you twice about poisonous snakes and diet. Will that be
a problem? As I said before, I am allergic to corn and corn based foods so I need to know if I will
need to bring a few sandwiches or something. Also, I really don’t like liver very much, so make a
note of that.
Is there somewhere else we could meet? Could you come here? I mentioned Gary, Indiana, but
there are a number of nice vacation spots in the U.S. You could make a mini holiday out of it and
we could hit the strip clubs and whatnot. Let me know when I can expect the 7.5 million because
I have an electric bill due soon.

And don’t worry. You have my full assurance that I can handle this fund. It will be invested into a
lucrative business and your contribution will pay off many times over.
Heres to hoping to reading from you urgently,
James T. Kirk
<<< Allergic to corn…. Earlier I told him it was Lactose intolerance, then I wanted a
Kosher diet…. Will he notice? Quite doubtful.>>>

dear James,
Thanks for the mail and am happy for all you've said so far,well as for coming to ghana that is very
great and there is not any piosonious snake here,and u assured you that your coming will make our
transaction work out fine and fast,and as for the telephone disscusion it not a problem okay because
when you come things will work out the way we both expected.
Thanks you hope to read from you soonest.
MR JUNO.M.ILORY.

<<< No poisonous snakes…… yeah, right! Just the Black Mamba, Puff Adder and
Cobra!!!>>>

Juno,
So what is the next step? Should I book my flight to Ghana? When I get there, will you just give
me a bag with 7.5 million dollars in it? How does this work? Can you book a hotel for me or are
we going to be kickin it at your pad? Make sure you line up some hoors and have plenty of Colt
45 on hand. This should be a pretty good time……. Do you play Texas hold em? Anyway, we
can hammer all this out later. Just give me the date and I’ll be there.
James T. Kirk

<<< I’m sure he’ll deal well with deciphering that slang>>>

Dear James,
I am very happy to hear this from you,and about the flight you can book it and for the hotel your going
to book it also, you should be there on monday 25th so when you're moving try and email me so that i'll
be ready.
You must know that for the receive of the fund in the security company there in ghana,you'll have to pay
$3,500 Dollars so that the fund will be release immediately to you.
Am counting on you Mr James,and when you received the fund we'll both hit the club there in ghana
and also show you around.
I Awaiting to hear from you Urgentl.
Mr Juno Ilory.

Dear James.T.Kirk,
I called my lawyer yesterday and he told me that you can not receive the fund without the deposite
certificate, changes of ownership and waybill, So all this most be presented before you can receive the
fund from the security company,for you information the security compay didn't know what exactly is in
the box because of security reason,
My lawyer said you'll have to pay $1,275.00 for getting all this doccument,Mr James without this
doccument you can't be able to receive this fund overthere in ghana.let me know so that i'll inform my
lawyer and then give you is contact.
Thank you and Urgent Response.
Best Regards
MR JUNO.M.ILORY.
<<< So which is it? $3500 or $1275? Should I send the $1275, and then bring an extra
$3500 with me? I can’t believe there are people that fall for this shit….>>>

Hey, What the hell? What do you mean "they don't know what's in the box?" What box? You
told me the fund was 7.5 Million.... is that correct? If so, can I just pay the transfer fees out of that
after I receive the fund? Why can't I just go to the bank in Ghana and withdraw 7,496,500.00 and
leave them the $3500 for the transfer fee? Also, what is the $1275.00 you are talking about
now? Is that in addition to the $3500? I'm getting pretty confused here and I hope you can
explain it to me.
And by the way...... I did little research and there ARE poisonous snakes in Ghana! What about a
Puff Adder?!!!! Ever hear of that bad boy? I've attached a picture of a guys leg....... THAT is
what happens when you get bit by a Puff Adder!!! Plus, I think there are black Mambas there,
too.... I heard that Mambas are so fast, they can chase down men on horseback, leap into the air
and bite them! Is that true? I guess those snakes really have a bad attitude!
Also, you never answered me about the food there. As I mentioned, I have an allergic reaction to
shellfish as well as Fructose sensitivity. (also, the roof of my mouth swells up from Carraway
seeds, but it isn't too big a deal) Hopefully this won't be a problem.
Hoping to read from you..
Salutatious Expeditious Intergallactic Regards
James T. Kirk

Dear James,
I hope everything is alright with you overthere and why can't i read from you about changing the
ownership name to your name for the deposite certificate,because wihtout this deposite certificate the
fund can not be released to you,please i want you to act fast because we dont have much time to waste.
Hoping to hear from you Urgently.
My Best Regards
Mr Juno Ilory.

Juno,
Everything is fine, except your last email got deleted accidentally. Please send it again. I didn't
even get to read it. I thought that it was one that I already read. To refresh your memory, it was
the email that you sent in response to this:
Hey, What the hell? What do you mean "they don't know what's in the box?" What box? You told me the fund was 7.5
Million.... is that correct? If so, can I just pay the transfer fees out of that after I receive the fund? Why can't I just go to
the bank in Ghana and withdraw 7,496,500.00 and leave them the $3500 for the transfer fee? Also, what is the $1275.00
you are talking about now? Is that in addition to the $3500? I'm getting pretty confused here and I hope you can explain
it to me.
And by the way...... I did little research and there ARE poisonous snakes in Ghana! What about a Puff Adder?!!!! Ever
hear of that bad boy? I've attached a picture of a guys leg....... THAT is what happens when you get bit by a Puff
Adder!!! Plus, I think there are black Mambas there, too.... I heard that Mambas are so fast, they can chase down men on
horseback, leap into the air and bite them! Is that true? I guess those snakes really have a bad attitude!
Also, you never answered me about the food there. As I mentioned, I have an allergic reaction to shellfish as well as
Fructose sensitivity. (also, the roof of my mouth swells up from Carraway seeds, but it isn't too big a deal) Hopefully this
won't be a problem.
Hoping to read from you..
Salutatious Expeditious Intergallactic Regards
James T. Kirk

Please resend the response, I need to know the next step. I'm ready to book my ticket to Ghana.
James T. Kirk

<<<Heres the one I deleted….. Oops. Too late to hit Ghana on the 25th…>>>
Dear Jame,
Thank you for saying out what you are afriad of,well nothing like that there and it's reall i nice lovely
place to come,you will get what ever you want there nothing like Puff Adder there so i want you so
feel free to come,and as for what my lwayer said you have to do it before you can be able to receive
the fund there,
He need to make change name on the deposited certificate to your name.so that is why you are asked
to pay $1,275.00 to him for the changing of the name on the deposite certificate and not $3500
anymore.am so sorry for the mistaked,and for your information there is no right to deduct anything
from the fund on till the fund as been released to you and me,then we'll now know what next to do
with the fund,in me my previous mail i state there that the fund is in a bank,so because of security
reason i've to asked them to make the transfer to a security company there in ghana.So that it will be
possible and easy to received by you.so i have told them in other to be the right person to receive the
fund there in ghana,so they inform me that you have to present a deposite certificate before any
receiving of the fund.
Hope to reaad from you Urgently.
Your's Truly.
MR JUNO.M.ILORY.

Dear James,
Are you set for the deposite certificate because that's what you will present when you want to receive
the fund,please let me know you mind so that you can contact my lawyer and pay the $1275.00 to
him so that you can get the deposite certificate of the fund.
Your's Truly
Mr JUNO ILORY.

Dear James,
How are you Mr James and why can't i hear from you concerning the changing of the ownership name
to your name in other to be the right person to received the fund there in ghana,why are you delaying
this transaction and as a matter of fact all your expences will be rewarded after you received the fund.
Let me read from you so that you can contact my lawyer for the deposite certificate of the fund,when you
pay $1,275.00 for the deposite certificate the fund will be released to you immediately.
Hope to read from you Urgently.
Your's Truly
Mr Juno Ilory.

Dear James,
How are you i hope everything is moving well?anyway i just want to hear from you cause i dont know
why you can't email me to know what exactly is going on with you or you dont want to receive the fund
anymore,if yes let me know so that i can find someon else okay.
Hope to hear from you soonest
Best Regards
Mr JUNO ILORY.
Hey,
Thanks for the 3 emails in a row, but you need to settle down a little bit…… I’m sorry I’m not
sitting in front of my computer 24/7 just waiting to hear from you. I’ve got a lot of important shit
going on. Don’t worry…. we’ll have plenty of time to get together and talk about punctuation, verb
agreement, dangling prepositions, sentence fragments, etc. I’ve got some good ideas for you.
Please….. tell me SPECIFICALLY the next step I need to take. I am ready to transfer ownership
of the fund. I am especially excited about a new business opportunity I explored this past week in
Texas. This could turn the entire foodservice industry upside down. If this initial experiment can
be replicated, we could create an unbelievable worldwide demand! A farmer there has developed
a method for growing an incredibly large cock. I’ve attached a picture.
We’ll discuss huge cocks and Mangoo in more detail when we can meet in person.
James T. Kirk

Dear James,
How are you today?well i have be emailing you since concerning our the deposite certificate can be done
in your name,i expected that you should have ask me my lawyer contactso that you can get the deposite
certificate done for the fund to be received by you,
Well for the attachement of farmer developed a method for growing an incredibly large cock,o guess is a
nice investment sofar and maybe if you have rceived the fund, you and i can invest in it,
Now that you have ready to change the ownership name to your name,i'll contact my lawyer immediately
so that you can contact him as well.
thank you and i hope to hear from you Urgent.
Your's Truly
Mr Juno Ilory.

Juno,
Boy, I gotta tell ya….. I think your English is getting shittier and shittier by the day. I can barely
understand what the hell you are trying to get at. Anyway, yeah, send me the contact info for
your lawyer buddy. Maybe I can make some sense out of what he has to say.
I had a feeling you might be interested in incredibly large cocks. Let me know if you need any
more details. Maybe Dirty Sanchez, (the farmer with the huge cock), could show you a couple of
his techniques. I’m sure you’d have a good time.
As soon as I get the contact info for the lawyer we can move forward with this fund. The fishing
industry is still in full swing, so we may split the investment between huge cocks and Mangoo.
Here’s a photo of my buddy, Kim Fisher and I fishing this weekend….. It was a great trip!! Talk
to you soon.
James T. Kirk

Dear James,
Thanks for your response,well sorry for the mistakes in my previous mail,when i was writting am in
rushed that's why it sound understandable to read,please dont be angry with me okay,
First when i saw your replied i was very angry with you,but later on i went through what i wrote, is then
i knew i made a mistakes.
Anyway this is my lawyer contact:
NAME:BARRISTER JOHN TUTU
EMAIL:BARRIJOHNTUTU@YAHOO.COM
So get in touch with him for changing the ownership name to your name,and i await your update with
my lawyer.
Your's Truly
MR JUNO ILORY.

Dear James,
How are you today and why can't i hear from you concerning the contacting my lawyer about the
changings of the ownership name to your name,
Anyway this are my lawyer contact again:
Name:Barrister John Tutu
Email:barrijohntutu@yahoo.com.
hope to hear from you Urgently so that we can take a new step.
Your's Truly
Mr Juno Ilory.

Dear James,
why can't i hear from you i hope all is well with you over there,anyway i want you to know that time is
not in our side, please we need to get this transaction done.
Awaiting your soonest response.
thank you and my best resgards
Mr Juno Ilory.
Hello James,

what took you so long to get back to me,please email me back as soon as possible today,
thanks

Juno,
Sorry it has taken me so long to respond. I’ve been pretty busy lately and although it has been
fun fucking with you for the last several weeks, I’m afraid that we are going to have to part ways.
You were extremely entertaining at first, and I thank you for that, however lately your responses
have become a bit boring to me and my friends.
I hope you have learned a few things from our long string of emails. Hopefully you can use some
things you learned from me on your next project. Remember, whatever you choose as a career,
whether it be Doctor, Construction worker or internet 419 scam artist, take pride in what you do
and learn to do it well. I challenge you, Juno…. Become the best scammer you can be! I know
you have it in you! I might suggest that you start by learning to speak English. That will definitely
help.
Well, I better get to work. It was nice meeting you. Good luck on future scams.
I’ll leave you with one last picture…… I’m sure the picture you sent me isn’t really you, but you
get the idea!!!

